ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE TO AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NORWEGIAN AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN CONFEDERATION OF AGRICULTURAL UNIONS (SACAU) CONCERNING RAF-17/0015 PROMOTING THE ADOPTION OF CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE ON A WIDE SCALE

Enclosed please find two original Addendums to the Agreement between Norad and SACAU, RAF-17/0015 for your signature. Clause 12 in the said Agreement, Part I Specific Conditions, has been changed, as discussed 16. October 2017 in your offices in Centurion. The Addendum will suffice for the change made.

We sincerely apologise for our mistake. Please return one signed original to us by courier/DHL:

Norad,
Bygdøy allé 2,
0257 Oslo,
Norway

Sincerely

Inger Brodal
Assistant Director

Anne Liv Evensen
Senior Adviser

This document has been electronically approved and requires no signature.
Liste over mottakere/ Recipients:
Southern African Confederation of Agricultural Unions (NPO)

Liste over kopimottakere/ Recipient(s) in copy:
Southern African Confederation of Agricultural Unions (NPO) - Ismael Sunga
ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE TO AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NORWEGIAN AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN CONFEDERATION OF AGRICULTURAL UNIONS (SACAU) CONCERNING RAF-17/0015 PROMOTING THE ADOPTION OF CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE ON A WIDE SCALE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA BACKGROUND

1.1 The Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad) and the Grant Recipient (jointly referred to as the Parties) has entered into an agreement dated 10.08.2017 (the Agreement concerning RAF-17/0015 Promoting The Adoption Of Climate Smart Agriculture On A Wide Scale In Southern Africa Background).

1.2 The Parties have agreed to amend the Agreement through this addendum number one (the Addendum), which shall be an integrated part of the Agreement.

2 REVISED CONDITIONS

2.1 Clause 12 a) SPECIAL PROVISIONS in the agreement (Specific Conditions) dated 10.08.2017 shall be deleted from the agreement. b) and c) remain as they are. After the revision, Clause 12 will read:

a) The following should be added to article 2.2 of the General Conditions: “Status for coordination between ACT, SACAU and CFU shall be included in the progress reports.”

b) The following shall be added to article 2 clause 2 of the General Conditions: “Gender disaggregated data shall be provided where relevant.”

2.2 All other provisions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and in force.

3 ENTRY INTO FORCE AND DURATION

3.1 The Addendum shall enter into force on the date of the last signature, and remain in force until all obligations arising from it have been fulfilled.

***
This Addendum has been signed in two -2- original copies in the English language, whereof the Parties keep one each. In the event of any discrepancies between this English language version and any later translations, the English language version shall prevail.

Place: Oslo

Date: 24 October 2017

for the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation,
Inger Brodal
Assistant Director
Civil Society Department

for SACAU,
Ishmael Sunga
Executive Director